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Visual Streamline FAQ 

What is the standard Supplier Return Authorization process? 
 

You should make sure your RA Clearing account is reconciled before starting up this new procedure You have 
posted to it in AP for invoices that should have been posted to Cost of Goods Sold, as they were for Supplier RA’s 
that were not tagged as affect inventory, these will need to be moved to Cost of Goods Sold. .  You have in the past 
used it for serialized items that were returned with RA tagged as affect inventory, any of these that are still open 
should be still in the account and these should be all that is sitting in this account. 

 

Below is the proper procedure to handle product returns under warrantee:  (Accounting affect listed below is for 
costs only).  This procedure allows for the proper affect in Sales Analysis and also allows you to have better control 
through the software of returns waiting for action from your Suppliers. 

 

1. Issue return to stock credit note to the customer when goods are returned. 

Accounting affect:  debit to Inventory/credit to Cost of Goods Sold 

 

2. Issue supplier return with the affect inventory flag on. Hold this document with the stock in warehouse 
area designated for this purpose. 

Accounting affect: credit to Inventory/debit to RA Clearing. 

  

3. When you have accumulated enough product returns to ship to the supplier, gather the RA documents, 
write the ship date on them and send to Account Payable to wait for either a a) credit from the supplier 
or b) replacement product. 

 

a) Account Payable receives a credit note for the goods returned; they will enter the credit in AP 
and post it to the RA account. 

        Accounting affect: credit RA Clearing/debit Accounts Payable 

 

b) Supplier sends replacement product.  Find RA document in AP and mark it as product replaced.  
Do an inventory receipt for the goods to put them into stock and post the offset to the RA 
account. 

Account affect: credit RA Clearing/debit Inventory 

 

Your R.A. Clearing account should hold all Supplier Returns waiting to ship to your supplier, or already shipped and 
waiting for replacement product or a credit from the supplier.  This account should be reconciled every month by 
the accounting department. 

 

Every once in a while you should review your outstanding Supplier RA’s and write off any that you will not be 
receiving compensation for.  To write them off you need to do a GL Entry to debit Cost of Goods Sold and credit 
your R.A. Clearing account. 

 

 


